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rappaport is the founding director of nyu wireless, the worlds first academic research center to
combine engineering, computer science, and medicine. earlier, he founded two of the worlds largest
academic wireless research centers: the wireless networking and communications group (wncg) at
the university of texas at austin in 2002, and the mobile and portable radio research group (mprg),

now known as wireless at virginia tech, in 1990. rappaport is a pioneer in radio wave propagation for
cellular and personal communications, wireless communication system design, and broadband

wireless communications circuits and systems at millimeter wave frequencies. rappaport has served
on the technological advisory council of the federal communications commission, assisted the
governor and cio of virginia in formulating rural broadband initiatives for internet access, and
conducted research for nsf, department of defense, and dozens of global telecommunications

companies throughout his career. chapter 1, introduction to wireless communications, provides a
general treatment of wireless communications and describes the approach taken in this text. this

chapter also contains an explanation of the terms that are used throughout the text, and basic
terminology is defined. chapter 2, wireless transmission theory, is designed to provide the

background necessary to understand the fundamental concepts used in this text. in this chapter, i
have attempted to describe the important concepts in a clear manner, as well as to explain the

differences between circuit and radiated transmission. i have avoided a mathematical treatment of
the transmission models, since most of the readers of this text will be familiar with these models.

this chapter provides some basic mathematical background for the rest of the book.
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to use this text at the undergraduate level, the instructor may wish to concentrate on chapters 1-6,
or chapters 1-5, and 9, leaving the other chapters for treatment in a second semester undergraduate

course or a graduate level course. alternatively, traditional undergraduate courses on
communications or network theory may find in chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10 useful material
that can be inserted easily into the standard curriculum. in using this text at the graduate level, i

have been successful in covering most of the material in chapters 1-6 and 10 during a standard half-
year semester and chapters 7-11 in a follow-on graduate course. in chapters 2, 10, and 11, i have

attempted to cover important but rarely compiled information on practical network implementations
and worldwide standards. this text continues to evolve, and has been modified and updated since its

first edition, making it a useful book for practicing engineers, as well as for researchers, graduate
students, and undergraduate students. the text has been prepared to provide fundamental

treatment about many practical and theoretical concepts that form the basis of wireless
communications, and has been designed for easy but thorough treatment of vital material that all
wireless practitioners must be comfortable with. i have tried to emphasize the technical concepts

with worked example problems, and numerous, carefully crafted homework problems at the end of
each chapter that are based on real-world industry issues. the second edition contains dozens of new

homework problems and examples, as well as up-to-the minute technical details of the many
emerging wireless standards throughout the world, making this book particularly useful for industry

short-courses or state-of-the-art academic classroom use. 5ec8ef588b
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